FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

iEPX: Easy Integration Meets Lighter Connection
December 2016 - Radiall, a global leader in design, development and manufacturing of innovative
interconnect solutions, has expanded the EPX™ series to now offer, iEPX, a new weight optimized
EPXB2 disconnect shell with an integrated strain relief.
The numerous benefits in this innovative solution, provides aircraft manufacturers a way to easily reduce
the overall cost of the aircraft.
Lightweight Solution: iEPX offers more than 40% weight savings in comparison to a standard EPXB2
shell equipped with a backshell which helps to reduce the overall cost of ownership of the aircraft.
Simplified Design: iEPX enables customers to stock only one part in strain relief configuration, with no
removable parts other than the backshell itself. The innovative design of iEPX helps to prevent FOD and
reduces the cost of stock.
Quick and Easy Installation: No additional part needs to be fixed to the connector when strain relief is
required. The unique T-shape also facilitates rear wiring. With only one backshell to fix and press-in on
the integrated strain relief, iEPX is simple to terminate and ultimately helps to reduce assembly costs.
iEPX addresses challenges of aircraft manufacturers and is the perfect lightweight and cost saving
connector solution with a quick rear termination.
For further information on Radiall’s new iEPX please contact a Radiall sales representative, Distributor or
visit www.radiall.com
###
About Radiall

Radiall is a global manufacturer of leading-edge interconnect solutions. The company offers an extensive
range of RF coaxial connectors and cable assemblies, coaxial switches, fiber optic and microwave
components, multipin connectors and more. Radiall has sales offices and subsidiaries throughout the
world, R&D in the U.S., Europe and China, along with manufacturing facilities strategically located in the
U.S., Mexico, India, and China.
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